SELF HELP RESOURCE 1:
COPING STRATEGIES

Hello!
Welcome to your self help workbook.
Through this book we are going to get an understanding about
why people might self harm and how to cope with this feeling.

things to remember...
> Self harm can be any behaviour that
causes some sort of harm to yourself
> We don't judge anyone who self harms
> We believe it's one of many ways of
coping
> What might work as an alternative for
one person may not work for you- it may
take a while to find the right one!

when you see this symbol it's asking you to get out
the safety plan sheet (attached separately) to fill
out. this is something you can put in a safe place and
use when you need it.

why do people self harm?
Sometimes it's much easier to change our behaviour if we
understand why it happens in the first place.
On the next page there is a diagram called
'the window of tolerance'
This shows how we all have a 'window' of what we can
tolerate.
The blue line shows how we move between this window,
sometimes going up if we feel anxious, or down if we feel
low.
When we remain inside the window we feel calmer and
more in control of our emotions and behaviour.
However, situations such as little sleep, falling out with
friends, loss of loved one, high stress etc. can impact
whether we are able to stay in our window or not.
When we go outside of our window (either above or
below), this is a time when some people may self harm in
an attempt to feel better and more in control of their
emotions.
Check out the diagram and see what you think!

ec n a re l o t f o w o d n i w e h t

warning signs
A helpful place to start when understanding ourselves is
to think about what it looks like when we are struggling.
These are called warning signs.
Sometimes, if we spot these early we can try doing things
to help us feel better before it gets worse.
Have a think about yours below...

signs when i go out the top

signs when i go out the bottom

put this info into the 'warning signs' part of
your safety plan!

coping techniques
Now let's think of some things we can do to help get
ourselves back into our window, these activities can also
help keep us in our window once we are there- so keep
practising them even when you're feeling OK!

If you're struggling for some inspiration check out this
page by the Anna Freud Centre:
https://www.annafreud.org/on-my-mind/self-care/

how i can calm down if i go out the top

how i can create feeling and be active
if i go out the bottom

put this info into the 'keeping myself in my
window' part of your safety plan!

alternatives to self harm
Maybe something really hard to cope with has happened,
or the coping techniques aren't enough to stop us feeling
the need to self harm.
Below are some ideas for a safer way to get a similar
feeling. Remember, what works for some people won't
work for everyone.
Try ticking or circling any you might want to try

cold shower or
bath

rubber band on
wrist

punch a
cushion/pillow

squeeze ice in your
hand

scribble or write
how you're feeling

shout/sing loudly
if you can

use a pen to write
or draw on you

tear up some paper

high intensity
exercise

any other ideas or things you've tried?

put this info into the 'alternatives to self
harm' part of your safety plan!

That's all from this workbook!
Hopefully it has been helpful for you.
Remember to keep the Safety Plan with you as you'll be
completing the last bit during the next workbook.

thank you!

